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1. INTRODUCTION 
It&-McKean [5] and McKean [l] studied the winding of the plane 
Brownian motion about 1 or 2 fixed points. The chief question is: Does the 
Brownian path disentangle itself infinitely often in the sense of homotopy 
and/or homology ? The present article corrects an error in the second 
reference and takes the matter further. The Brownian motion is written in a 
complex format [x = a + fib] and its conformal invariance is 
emphasized. This refers to the remark of Levy [6] that if f is an analytic 
function in the plane domain D then, up to the first exit time of x from D, the 
composition of x with f is a Brownian motion run with the clock 
i.e., there is a new Brownian motion t) such that f[x(t)] = r)(T) (e.g., [7]). 
This fact has many useful consequences, as illustrated by the following 5 
examples: Example 1 is from Davis [4]; Example 2 is new; Examples 3 and 
4 are from It&McKean [5]; Example 5 is from McKean [7]. 
EXAMPLE 1. x does not hit a point fixed in advance,’ e.g., 0. The 
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exponential function is analytic, so exp x(t) = n(T) with a new Brownian 
motion t) and the clock T = 1; le*l’, and it is plain that n omits the value 0 
for times smaller than T(m) = 1: 1 er12. The proof is finished by checking 
that the integral is infinite. The point is that q(T) = exp x(t) takes arbitrarily 
large values since x(t) is identical in law to fi x(l), and that can happen 
only if T(m) = co. 
EXAMPLE 2. x is recurrent, i.e., x(t) enters every disc i.o. as t T m. The 
chief point is to check that P [x enters 1x1 < 61 = 1 for 6 < 1 = x(O); the rest 
will be clear. Let this probability be <I and let l/x(t) = q(T) with a new 
Brownian motion y and the clock T = lh ]I]-~. T is finite by example 1, and 
since n is a Brownian motion, 
1 > P[x enters Ix/ < S] 
> P[t) enters I yl < 6 before T(co)] 
= P[ l/x enters Ix/ < 61. 
But then 1 x I is bounded [<l/S] with a positive probability, and that is not 
the case. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let Pl, be the universal cover of the once-punctured plane 
Cc - 0 identified in the usual way with C divided up into horizontal strips of 
height 2n J-1. The covering map is the exponential, i.e., I+‘, is the Riemann 
surface of the logarithm. Now the Brownian motion starting at x(O) = 1, say, 
does not hit x = 0, by example 1, and SO lifts to PI 1 via the logarithm. The 
lifted path is a Brownian motion run with the clock T= J”; (xl p2. The 
integral T(m) = j,W I I / -’ diverges by Example 2 and a little extra thought. 
This means that the lifted path is a full Brownian motion run with the wrong 
clock: as such, it makes arbitrarily high (and low) excursions, returning i.o. 
to the vicinity of its starting point, by Example 2. The interpretation is clear: 
to wit, the original Brownian motion x winds clockwise and anti-clockwise 
arbitrarily many times about x = 0, but returns to the vicinity of its starting 
point unwound i.o. 
EXAMPLE 4. The same method may be used to study the winding of the 
Brownian motion about 2 points, 0 and 1, say. The result is quite different. 
The universal cover PI, of the twice-punctured plane C - 0 - 1 is the open 
upper half-plane, the projection being the Jacobi modulus k2 (e.g. [3]). The 
fundamental group of the punctured plane is the free group F, on 2 
generators and doubles as the covering group of M, : as such, it is realized by 
the Mobius substitutions x-+ (ax + b)/(cx + d)-’ with ($) from the 
modular group G, of second level, so called, i.e., the subgroup of PW(2, Z) 
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FIGURE 1 
with a, b, c, d G 1, 0, 0, 1 modufo 2. This action tesselates M; by copies of a 
fixed fundamental region (sheets), as in Fig. 1. Now the Brownian motion 
does not hit x = 0 or x = 1 if x(O) # 0, 1 and as the Jacobi modulus is 
analytic, so x lifts to M, and the lifted path may be expressed as ~(7’) with a 
new Brownian motion n and a (complicated) clock T. t)(T) is confined to the 
half-plane, and since a free Brownian motion must exit from that region 
T(a) cannot exceed the corresponding exit time of t), nor can it be smaller, 
as a moment’s thought confirms. Thus, the lift of r to M, is simply Brownian 
motion run with so slow a clock that it approaches a point of the bordering 
line as t T co. To do that, it must ultimately quit the fundamental region in 
which it commenced; indeed, it must pass through a series of sheets of the 
tesselation corresponding to longer and longer words of the fundamental 
group I;,, with the implication that the original Brownian motion x gets inex- 
tricably tangled up in its winding about 0 and 1. This finishes the discussion 
of winding about 2 points from the viewpoints of homotopy. The 
homological situation is much more subtle, as will be seen. 
EXAMPLE 5. The homological counterpart of the universal cover PI, is 
the class surface Pl, obtained by identifying IPI, according to the action of 
the commutator subgroup K, of G,. PI, has G,/K, = Z2 as its covering 
group over the punctured plane: paths upstairs are closed only if they have 
homologically trivial projections below. PI, may be viewed as the smallest 
covering of the punctured plane on which p = lgx and q = Zg(x - 1) can 
comfortably co-exist; as such, it may be identified as the curve ep = eq + 1 
and pictured as a hexagonal lattice, fattened up to a twisted ribbon and then 
bordered by three infinite families of half-planes (see [8]), but this type of 
picture will not be employed here. 
The Brownian motion x in the punctured plane is now lifted up to M, and 
the question is posed: Is this lifted motion recurrent? i.e., Does the original 
Brownian motion x return Lo. to the vicinity of its starting point in a 
homologically trivial state? The rest of the paper is devoted to the proof that 
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the answer is no, but before looking at the details some additional 
background may be helpful. 
Brownian motion on a Riemann surface. Let M be a compact or open 
Riemann surface equipped with a metric g compatible with its complex 
structure. The corresponding Laplace-Beltrami operator d defines a 
Brownian motion x existing up to its first exit time from PI.* A conformal 
change of metric g, + g, merely changes the time scale of x = x, : in fact, x2 
is identical in law to x,(T) with the clock T= jh 1 g2/gl(x)Iz. The metric is 
now chosen so that the exit time of x from PI is infinite. This is always 
possible. Let D be any disc of M.3 The expected time the Brownian traveller 
spends in D is4 e(D) = E[Jp l,(x) dt], and this is finite or infinite indepen- 
dently of the metric since g,/g, is bounded away from 0 and co on D. 
LIhY’S ALTERNATIVE. Either x is recurrent and e(D) = co for every disc 
of M, or else I is transient’ and e(D) < 03 for every disc of M. 
Proof. Let A c B be nested discs of PI and let p be the probability that x 
hits A as a function of the starting point x = r(O). This function is harmonic 
off A and has a maximum 6 < 1 on 3B; moreover, the mean exit time from B 
is finite and has a maximum a < co on &I. Now let x start at time T, = 0 on 
&I and let 0 < T, < T, < etc. be the times of its successive returns to &I via 
8B. Then 
is overestimated by a JJ 6”-’ = a(1 -6)-l, so e(A) = co implies 6 = 1. The 
maximum principle for harmonic functions is now invoked to prove p = 1 
which means that x executes an infinite number of loops starting on &I and 
returning via 8B. Now let D be any disc of Pl outside B. The new function 
p = P[x(t): 0 < t < T, hits D] is harmonic in B and has a minimum c > 0 on 
&I, with the implication that the ultimate proportion of loops hitting D is at 
least c; in particular, x hits D i.o. and e(D) = co since the mean time spent in 
D before hitting ~34 has a positive minimum on 3D. The moral is that the 
first alternative holds as soon as e(D) = co for a single disc of Pl. The rest 
will be plain. 
Brownian motion on the class surface. The Brownian motion x2 on the 
’ Example: The exit time is <03 (‘co) for the flat (hyperbolic) metric on the open upper 
half-plane. 
’ 6 c M is understood. 
4 1, is the indicator of D. 
’ This means that x wanders out to co. 
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universal cover IM, equipped with its hyperbolic geometry has as 
infinitesimal operator6 d = bZ(~2/~a2 + a2/3b2), The elementary solution of 
the associated heat equation is 
,-f/4 fi 
p2(t3 x9 y, = (47rty 1 
m re-‘2/4’ dr 
d @II&j’ 
d = d(x, y) being the hyperbolic distance from x to y. A commutes with the 
group Ip$IL(2, R) of rigid hyperbolic motions, so the Brownian motion x3 on 
the class surface M, may be taken as x2 modulo the commutator subgroup 
K, , the corresponding elementary solution being 
P3(t,X%Y) = ~Pz(W, kY) summed over K, . 
Now’ l? p2 dt w ce-d(x*Y’, whence LCvy’s alternative for I-4, may be stated 
x3 is recurrent or transient according as the Poincare’ sum 
ELxp[-d(fl, kfl)] taken over K, diverges or not. McKean [7] noted 
this equivalence and quoted an inapplicable theorem of Poincark to confirm 
the divergence. Sullivan kindly pointed out the error. The truth is that the 
sum is Jinite, with the implication that the Brownian motion of M 3 wanders 
off to co. The rest of the paper is devoted to the proof and additional 
discussion of this fact. A more geometrical proof of transience will appear in 
McKean-Sullivan [8]. The transience of x3 is only the simplest aspect of the 
sharper statement that the angles swept out by the original Brownian motion 
x about 0 and 1 have ultimately a behavior comparable to tn, - w,, 
WI -woo, in which w,,w,, w, are, approximately, independent Cauchy 
processes run with a clock T. The return of x3 to the vicinity of its starting 
point implies w, = w, = w, within *I, say. Now if the w’s were really 
independent and if T were fixed, you would have 
P[w,= w, = w, within fl] 
T 
=- 
?l i 
= O(T-2), 
da T db 
la-clGl a2 i- T2 T b2 + T2 I 
so that the mean time x3 spends in a disc of IM, would be overestimated by 
I,” O(Tp2) dT < co. It is this type of appraisal that is at the heart of the 
proof. 
Boundaries. The convergence of the PoincarC sum raises a further issue. 
‘x=a+fib. 
’ The estimate is elementary from the formula for pz. 
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The critical exponent of C exp[-&I(-, k &i)] is found to be 6 = 1, i.e., 
the sum diverges for 6 < 1.’ The critical exponent for G, is the same, only 
now the Poincare sum diverges for 6 = l9 so that the Brownian motion of 
MJG, is recurrent, as is clear probabilistically from the picture (Fig. 1) of 
its fundamental cell with its 2 cusps and finite hyperbolic volume; in 
particular, M,/G, has no nonconstant positive harmonic functions. The tran- 
sience of the Brownian motion of M, = M,/K, now raises the possibility of 
nonconstant harmonic functions on this larger surface: the existence of such 
functions would mean that the Brownian motion of IM, could wander off to 
co in different ways. Now I~, alias xz mod K,, tends to a point of” R/K,, 
properly construed. The field of this terminus is recisely the tail field of x3 
and may be identified with the K,-invariant harmonic functions of iM, taking 
boundary values 0 and 1. The fact is that no such nonconstant functions 
exist, whence the 
ZERO-ONE LAW. P(B) = 0 or 1 for every event B from the tail field of 
13. 
The statement can be sharpened. The fact is that M, does not have any 
nonconstant positive harmonic functions at all! This will be proved in 
McKean-Sullivan [8] and is not dealt with here. The situation may be 
clarified by comparison with the 2- and 3-dimensional standard Brownian 
motion. [BlV’l(R*) is recurrent and so has no nonconstant positive harmonic 
functions. lBIM(lR3) is transient but has no such functions either. The reason 
is that the angle r -‘x (r = 1x1) is metrically transitive on the sphere, so that 
the 3-dimensional Brownian traveller has, so to speak, only one way to 
wander out to co. 
More General Groups. The action of discrete subgroups G of IpSL(2, H) 
on M, is a subject of classical interest and numerous applications. The 
preceding facts about G = K, provide a nontrivial example, illustrating the 
general theory of Bowen [I], Breadon [2], Patterson [9], and Sullivan [lo]. 
The probabilistically inclined reader will find much to interest him here. The 
basic problem is to provide a nice compactification to MI/G, and this is 
* Let x(O) = 2, say, and let B be a square of side 4 centered at 2. Then the probability that 
the plane Brownian motion finds itself in B without yet having entered the half-plane a < 1 is 
so that J‘F e ‘(‘-‘)‘P x, ED] dt which is comparable to the Poincare sum, diverges for [ 1 
4 < 6 < 1 and any disc D c M, projecting onto B. 
9 The sum for G, may be compared to the integral of r-’ d4x over the figure 
lx, x4 -x*x3] < 1 and is easily seen to be infinite. 
I0 R is the real line bordering VI,. 
607/51/3-Z 
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intimately related to the tail behavior of the Brownian motion of M,/G 
provided the critical exponent 6(G) of the Poincare sum 
2 exp[-&f(\/--r, gfl)] for G is f or more; see Sullivan [ 10, 1 l] for this, 
plus connections with the G(G)-dimensional Hausdorff measure, the geodesic 
flow of MJG, etc. 
2. A MORE SYMMETRICAL PICTURE 
The Brownian motion in the twice-punctured plane is equivalent, up to a 
change of clock, to the Brownian motion on the thrice-punctured sphere, and 
as all such punctured spheres are conformally the same, it is permissible to 
place to punctures symmetrically about the equator at the 3 cube roots of 
unity 1, w, U* [o = exp(2z &i/3] and to equip the sphere with its round 
metric. The Brownian motion x3 on the class surface is now identified, up to 
the same change of clock, as the present spherical Brownian motion x 
account being taken of its homology class relative to the 3 punctures. 
Crossing and winding. The spherical path x is divided up into crossings, 
i.e., segments leading from one of the three equatorial arcs (1, w), (0, w’), 
(w*, 1) to another. A crossing contributes a half winding clockwise or 
anticlockwise about the common endpoint of the initial and the final arcs; 
see Fig. 2 depicting a crossing of 1 produced by a clockwise 4 winding. A 
full clockwise winding about, e.g., 1 is equivalent to anti-clockwise windings 
about w  and w2; in particular, a closed spherical path is homologically 
trivial only if it makes the same number of clockwise windings about each of 
FIGURE 2 
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1, w, a*. Let cl(t) be the absolute number of crossings of 1 by x up to time 
0 < t < co and ml(t) the signed number of full clockwise f windings about 1; 
similarly, let c2, w2 and cj, wj be the numbers of crossings and windings 
about o and o*, respectively. The return of x to the vicinity of its starting 
point in a homologically trivial state implies that tu, = m2 = w3, so by 
Levy’s alternative, the transience of the Brownian motion on the class 
surface would follow from 
I 
m 
P[wl(t) = w*(t) = w,(t)] dt < co 
0 
with something to spare. 
Amplification. The property of transience is clock-independent, so it is 
permissible to change the geometry of the sphere in any conformal way 
which will faciliate the study of the preceding integral. The fact is that the 
present round geometry is exactly suited to this purpose. 
Winding as coin-tossing. The spherical Brownian motion is statistically 
invariant under the reflection in the vertical fixing the equator and 
exchanging the two hemispheres. This map fixes the termini of crossings and 
makes plain that conditional on the crossing numbers, w,, w2, w3 ure 
independent fair coin-tossing games of C, , E*, c3 steps, respectively. This 
permits the overestimation of the preceding integral in terms of crossings. 
Let pij = P[ w, = j] be computed conditional on the crossing numbers. Then 
3P[w, = w2 = wj ] crossings] = 3 S np,< 1 Lpi 
j i 1 j 
by the inequality of the arithmetical and geometrical means, and since pij is 
overestimated by ’ ’ a multiple of (2~ci)-*‘* exp(-j2/2ci), the final sum is 
controlled by (CT))’ + (cl))’ + (c:))’ with C’ = c + 1. A final 
simplification results from the statistical invariance of the spherical 
Brownian motion under the 1 20° rotation that sends 1 --+ o -+ W* -+ 1: to wit, 
it suffices to prove 
E(l/c:) dt < 00. 
3. LOOPS AND CROSSING COUNTS 
The convergence of the preceding integral will now be proved, confirming 
the transience of the Brownian motion on the class surface. 
” The overestimate is replaced by the unit mass at j = 0 if ci = 0. 
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FIGURE 3 
Rough idea. Draw two small spherical circles A and B centered at 1 and 
introduce the stopping times 
T; = the first passage of x to A 
< Ti = the next passage of x to B 
< T; = the next passage of x to A 
< T: = the next passage of x to B 
A loop is a complete circuit leading from the smaller circle to the larger and 
back again, such as x(t): T; Q t < t < T; ; see Fig. 3. Let n(t) be the number 
of loops completed by x before time 0 < t < co. The mean value e = E(T;) 
as a function of x = x(O) satisfies I2 de=-1 off A and e=O on A; in 
particular, e is bounded both inside and outside A. The same holds for the 
first passage time to B, and taking account of the (statistical) symmetry of x 
under rotations, it follows that T; - T;, T; - T;, etc., are independent 
equidistributed variables to which the classical law of large numbers applies: 
n-‘T,- -E(T; - T,-) = m. The moral is that the number of loops is propor- 
tional to the time elapsed: n(t) - t/m. The loop picture is now employed to 
explain why jr E( l/c:) should be finite. Let us distinguish two types of 
‘*A is the conventional (round) spherical Laplacian. 
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crossing in a loop: those executed before the passage to the outer circle 
(outward crossings) and those executed between this passage and the subse- 
quent return to the inner circle (inward crossings); crossings that straddle an 
inner or an outer passage time are ignored for now; in any case, they cannot 
exceed 2 x the loop number. The number of inward crossings is comparable 
to the number of loops. This is because such crossings must be executed in 
the exterior of the small circle A, forcing the Brownian particle to traverse 
each time a distance (f) x the perimeter of A or more, and the premvious 
kind of law of large numbers applies. The number of outward crossings is 
quite a different animal: in fact, this number is well approximated by a l- 
sided stable variable of exponent ;,I3 and these outward increments to the 
crossing number are independent from loop to loop. All this will be proved 
in the next article but the effect can be explained now. The point is that the 
sum S, =x, + ... + x, of n independent copies of such a stable variable 
scales in an unconventional way: for Gaussian variables (exponent 2), 
n -“*S,, is distributed as x, , but for the present exponent f the scale factor is 
not n-l’* but rather c*, so that n -*S, is distributed as x, ! This indicates 
that the total number of outward crossings of 1 in n loops is comparable to 
n* x a l-sided stable variable of exponent i; in particular, the number of 
inward crossings is negligible compared to the number of outward crossings, 
though this is of no importance at present. The idea will now be clear; the 
number n of loops is comparable to t, so E(l/c:) should be O(t-‘) and 
.I‘? E( l/c:) should be finite. 
Detailed proof. The proof requires only an underestimate of the number 
of crossings of 1, so the inward crossings can be ignored altogether. The 
discussion is facilitated by passing to the universal cover of the sphere 
punctured at 1 and at the antipodal point -1; compare Example 3. This is a 
plane in which the spherical circles A and B appear as horizontal lines A ’ 
and B’ and the arcs (w*, 1) and (1, w’) appear as vertical lines a distance rc 
apart; see Fig. 4 depicting the lift of the outward portion of Fig. 3. The 
FIGURE 4 
” The l-sided stable density of exponent f is p(x) = mm “‘emh ‘: in particular. 
1: xm ‘p(x) dx < 00. as will be required presently. 
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number of crossings accrued is the number of times the lifted path passes 
from one vertical line to another before reaching the top (B’ in Fig. 4), and 
as this number does not depend upon the time scale employed, it is 
permissible to replace the lifted motion by the standard Brownian motion of 
the flat plane. Let this standard Brownian motion be x = a + G b and let 
I”,, T,, + T, , T, + T, + T2, etc., be the successive passage times of a from 
one point of x2 to another: T,, T,, etc., are independent with common 
distribution specified by E[exp(-kT,)] ch(rc fi) = 1. The duration D, of the 
lifted outward loop is distributed according to the l-sided stable law of 
exponent f , 
P[D, < T] =jr h(47~t~)-‘/~ e-h2’41 dt, 
0 
h being the height of B’ over A’: it is independent of To, T, , T,, etc., and the 
number of outward crossings accomplished wholly within this outward loop 
is 
Now let c;, c;, etc., be the corresponding outward crossing counts for the 
subsequent loops and paste the lifted outward loops together, after suitable 
horizontal translations, to form an unbroken path. Every crossing of the 
pasted path from one vertical line of the family 2x2 x R to another accounts 
for at least one crossing of TCZ X R by one of the individual lifted outward 
loops, whence the crude underestimate 
c; + ~~.+c~>max(m:To+~~~+T,,,<D,+~~~+D,) 
with independent copies D,, D,, etc., of D, and new independent T,, T,, 
etc., distributed according to E[exp(-kT,)] ch(2n fi) = 1. Let x(O) E 
27rZ x R so that To = 0, for simplicity. The rest of the proof hinges upon the 
elementary 
LEMMA. Let T,, T,, etc., be positive, indpendent, and equidistributed 
with E[exp(kT,)] < co for some k > 0 and mean M= E(T,). Then 
#(T) = max(n: T, + . . . + T, ( T) satisfies 
for T> 1, say, and a suitable constant K, i.e., #(T) - T/M except on an 
exponentially small set. 
COROLLARY. E(l/c:) = O(n2) conditional upon the loop number n. 
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Proof. E(l/c:) = lr P[c, ( c](c + l))* dc and c, > c; + ... + CA > 
#(D, + a** + D,), so 
E(l/c;) Gil’ P[#(n2D,) < c](c + l))* dc = I, 
0 
the scaling properties of stable variables being used to replace D, + ... + D,, 
by n*D,. The lemma is now applied with T = n2D,, k < &-, and 6 = f , say, 
to obtain 
PI#(T) < c] < P[#(T) < T/2M] + PI T/2M < c] 
,<KE(c’~)+P[T< 11 +P[T< 2Mc] 
=f&-“h++ h ~ e-n’h2/4 + P[ T < 2Mc]. 
2n fi 
The first two terms contribute to Z below the stated level n-‘, while the last 
contributes at most 
-cc 
i 1 
-0 
P n2D, < 2Mc] c-* dc = $7,(1/D,) = O(n-2) 
if n > 0. 
COROLLARY 2. I’: E(l/c:) dt < CO. 
Proof The preceding corollary shows that the stated integral is 
controlled by J‘F P[n = 01 +E[n*, n > 11. The proof is finished by 
application of the lemma to the loop times T, = T; - T;, T, = T; - T;, 
etc., to confirm P/n(t) < at] < beme’ for suitable a, b, c > 0. The applicability 
of the lemma requires a brief discussion. The point is that if T is the passage 
time of the spherical Brownian motion to the circle” h = cos 9, then 
E[exp(kT)] is bounded for h(0) > cos 0 and k below the ground state of A 
for the cap. Thus E[exp(kT,)] < co for small positive k and the lemma 
applies. The proof of the transience of the Brownian motion on the class 
surface is now complete. 
4. CROSSINGS AND WINDINGS 
Asymptotic Laws. The mere fact of transience on PI, admits a simpler 
more geometrical proof; see McKean-Sullivan [S]. The present picture yields 
the supplementary 
” h is now the vertical coordinate on the sphere. 
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ASYMPTOTIC LAWS. The scaled crossing numbers c(T)/T’ referred to the 
clock T of the spherical Brownian motion, tend in law to indpendent l-sided 
stable variables of exponent f with common distributionI 
$z P[c,(T)/T2 < a] =/’ k(47rb3)-‘j2 e-k2’4b db; 
0 
likewise, the scaled winding numbers m(T)/T tend to independent 
symmetrical stable variables with exponent 1: 
ProoJ The outward lifted loops of Fig. 4 are to be pasted together not as 
before, but in a better way. This will produce an estimate 
c,(T) = [E(T,)] -‘(D, + ..- + 0,) + O(n), 
in which n is the number of loops completed before time T and D, , D,, etc., 
are the durations of the outward loops measured in the time scale of the flat 
Brownian motion of the covering plane depicted in Fig. 4. The individual 
asymptotic laws of cl(T)/T2 and m,(T)/T follow upon reflecting that (1) 
D, + .a. + D, is identical in law to n*D, and so dominates the error; (2) 
n(T) is proportional to T, and (3) w,(7) is an honest coin-tossing game of 
c,(T) steps. The independence is plain from the fact that the major 
contribution [E( T,)] - ’ (0, t .-. f D,) E np2n2D, is produced by outward 
loops; indeed, it was already remarked that inward loops contribute to c, only 
O(n). Now to the proof: Look at Fig. 4. Before pasting, prolong the 
individual lifted outward loop x(t): T,, < t < T,’ by an independent 
Brownian segment starting at x(Ti) and ending at the first passage to 
x(Ti) t (nZ X R). The prolonged pieces produced by n loops may now be 
pasted together head to tail forming a new flat Brownian path, distorting the 
number of crossings from one line of nZ x R to another by not more than n 
and distorting also the clock by the sum of the durations of the 
prolongations. The second distortion is also O(n), so c, = 
LW)l-‘P, + . . - + D,) t O(n) with an overwhelming probability, in 
which O(n) subsumes errors due to (1) inward loops, (2) the two kinds of 
distortion, and (3) crossings overlapping but not completed in a single 
outward loop. The proof is finished. 
AmpliJication 1. The reason for studying crossings instead windings can 
now be clarified. The crossing numbers behave like stable variables of 
IS The number k > 0 could be easily determined; it seems unnecessary to do so. 
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exponent f so that, after n loops, c, -something x n2. But the winding 
numbers behave like stable variables of exponent 1, i.e., m, - something x n, 
so that miscounts of magnitude O(n) could be fatal! 
Amplification 2. The ultimate independence of the three crossing 
numbers means that ultimate equipartition of these numbers does not take 
place, contradicting naive expectation. Quite the opposite: the individual 
crossing number experiences i.o. overwhelming surges placing it temporarily 
far ahead of its two competitors. 
Amplification 3. The asymptotic law is referred to the clock T of the 
round spherical Brownian motion. The latter is related to the flat plane 
Brownian motion x by the stereographic projection, so that 
T(t) = sk [I x(s)~’ + l]-* ds, by an elementary computation. (T’ + 1))’ is 
summable on the plane, so the formula permits comparison of clocks via the 
ergodic theorem of the plane Brownian motion (e.g., 151): 
P[T(t)/fgt < cl - eCkc 
with a suitable constant k > 0. 
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